We analyze the properties of Generalized Phase Contrast (GPC) when the input phase modulation is implemented using diffractive gratings. In GPC applications for patterned illumination, the use of a dynamic diffractive optical element for encoding the GPC input phase allows for onthe-fly optimization of the input aperture parameters according to desired output characteristics. For wavefront sensing, the achieved aperture control opens a new degree of freedom for improving the accuracy of quantitative phase imaging. Diffractive GPC input modulation also fits well with grating-based optical security applications and can be used to create phasebased information channels for enhanced information security.
Introduction
The advent of commercially available spatial light modulators (SLM) witnessed a renewed interest in various approaches for dynamic and reconfigurable lightshaping applications. SLMs can synthesize assorted beams [1] [2] [3] , including non-diffracting beams [4, 5] , for applications such as material processing [6, 7] , photoexcitation [8] , and micro-manipulation [9, 10] . SLM-based filters have applications in optical processing [11] [12] [13] , microscopy [14] and pulseshaping [15] . SLMs are typically used as computer-generated holograms (CGHs) that can perturb incident light to create user-designed diffraction fields. Unlike conventional holograms that diffract light to mimic the complex field scattered from a prerecorded object, CGHs are numerically designed by solving an inverse diffraction problem and omits the recording process.
SLMs are also used as input phase modulators in various applications of Generalized Phase Contrast (GPC) [16] , a technique that extends conventional phase contrast to operate beyond the weak phase limit. The GPC technique can have certain advantages over computergenerated holography [17] . For example, synthesizing structured illumination with GPC simply requires input phase patterns that mimic the desired illumination structures. The spatial phase modulation patterns are converted into high-contrast intensity distributions at the output of a GPC system. The minimal computational overhead in designing the GPC phase masks liberates computing power for other needed performance enhancements. However, CGH and diffractive optics can be invaluable when generating light fields aiming with controlled amplitude and phase.
In this work, we explore a new approach that combines the GPC technique with a diffractively modulated input. Here the input contains not only the conventional input phase, but also a diffractive element. Conventional GPC uses low spatial frequency components to synthesize a phase-shifted reference beam (i.e., synthetic reference wave, SRW). The interference of the SRW with the input phase image at the output plane creates high-contrast intensity distributions. In the present work, higher-order diffraction is utilized to synthesize the reference wave. We will describe the formalism in the next section and subsequently show, in the following sections, how this approach can enable dynamic input optimization in various applications, including patterned light synthesis, quantitative phase imaging, and optical cryptography.
Diffractive phase modulation in generalized phase contrast
The conventional GPC input field is [ ]
where the amplitude modulation, a(x,y), (e.g. an aperture function or Gaussian illumination) is coupled with a phase modulation, ( , )
x y φ . The image of this input interferes with the synthesized reference wave at the output plane to form an intensity pattern,
where the reference wave is a slowly varying function,
This expression incorporates the effect of the input phase into a complex amplitude factor,
, a x y x y dxdy a x y dxdy
which represents the normalized zero-order term of the input's Fourier transform. The present GPC approach uses diffractive input modulation and is schematically depicted in Fig. 1 . This differs from the conventional setup in that the input phase modulation is now combined with a phase-only diffractive optical element, such as a blazed grating or carrier frequency modulation, for example. Under standard conditions, the GPC output will visualize this input phase, including the additional diffractive phase modulations. To render only the phase input, we must reconfigure the optical setup to match the diffractive phase modulation, as we will describe shortly. In the present approach, we incorporate an additional diffractive phase modulation to the input, which could be done in standalone configuration ( Fig. 1a ) or by field multiplication of a relayed phase modulation to a diffracting plane (Fig. 1b ). The modified input becomes . By proper choice of the diffractive element and a corresponding adjustment of the optical system, it is possible to render an output intensity pattern that is based only on the phase ( , )
x y φ . As a simple starting point, let's consider a blazed grating as our additional phase-only diffractive element. The input in this case becomes
where w is the width of each repeated segment of the grating; X is the grating period; f 0 is a constant related to the blaze angle;
( )
x ≤ and zero otherwise; and
The field at the filter is directly proportional to Fourier transform
In the ideal case of a 100% fill factor (i.e., X = 2w) and a blaze angle f 0 = m/X, the comb aligns with the zeros of the sinc function except at the m th -order where all of the energy goes:
Aligning the GPC axis along this diffraction order will cancel the frequency offset to reproduce the usual intensity pattern at the GPC output. For non-ideal blaze angles, the sinc term in Eq. (7) is less than 1 and light will be lost into spurious diffraction orders. However, this enables us to control the input amplitude by spatially modulating the blaze angle, which may be exploited to optimize desired output metrics. We will consider various examples in the following sections to illustrate this.
Dynamic input aperture optimization for patterned illumination
One direct use of the diffractive modulation is to implement dynamically controlled input apertures. It is well-established in GPC literature that output optimization requires a proper match between the input and filter parameters. When using circular input apertures, for example, the optimal size of the phase shifting region in the GPC filter is specified relative to the Airy disc radius. However, it is more practical to use high quality static filters and instead adjust the Airy disc radius using the input aperture. One way to implement diffractive apertures is to encode high frequency carrier beyond the desired clear region to scatter light outside the finite apertures of the optical system. This approach essentially combines diffractive encoding with spatial filtering. Alternately, the designated clear aperture may be encoded onto a carrier and the GPC optics aligned along this carrier.
To evaluate the performance of GPC when using phase inputs on a carrier, we used a phase-only SLM (Holoeye HOE 1080) to encode both the input phase and the diffracting element (see Fig. 1B ). Although blazed carriers can optimize efficiency, we used binary carrier gratings in proof-of-concept experiments due to device resolution limits. Binary gratings were phase-encoded onto circular regions within an otherwise uniform phase background on the SLM. The programmed phase modulation is read out using an expanded beam from an Nd:YVO 4 laser (Laser Quantum Excel, λ = 532 nm). Using an off-axis readout beam diffracts the 1st-order beam perpendicular to the SLM, which is aligned along the optical axis of the GPC system that uses a π-shifting circular filter. Typical output patterns are shown in Fig. 2 . Using the setup in Fig. 1B , we used the SLM to create a diffractive phase input, which corresponds to the multiplication of the phase object with a high frequency grating defined on a circular region with the aim of diffracting exactly the light coming from the circular region to the entrance pupil. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the GPC output when there is no phase object and we only encode circular carrier gratings with different radii; Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) show the output when a phase object is multiplied to the gratings. These results reproduce previous on-axis GPC calibration based on mechanical input apertures. This time, the diffractive input enables us to vary the radius of the circular grating region to create a GPC system with a software-optimizable nonmechanical aperture.
The output presented in Figs. 2(a) and (b) correspond to a GPC system with a uniform phase input within a circular aperture. The interference pattern at the GPC output in this case is described by rewriting Eq.
The circular input and filter apertures create a circularly symmetric synthesized reference wave, ( ) ( ) ( )
where the Fourier transforms in Eq. (3) are now replaced with the zero-order Hankel transform and we applied 1 α = and θ π = . Adjusting the circular grating radius, R ∆ , allows us to control the synthesized reference wave, e.g. to achieve darkness within the image of the circular region, as seen in Fig. 2(b) , or to create an intensity bump at the center, as in Fig. 2(a) . This control over the reference wave is important when additional phase patterns are included on the gratings. Although Figs. 2(c) and (d) both show that added phase patterns are visualized as high-contrast images without the attending high-frequency carrier, the input aperture size affects the intensity and contrast of the generated patterns. The results show that the GPC output pattern in Fig. 2(c) , which was obtained by incorporating the phase pattern onto the circular grating in Fig. 2(a) , is more intense than the pattern in Fig. (d) , which used the circular grating in Fig. 2(b) . These results are consistent with earlier results based on carrier-free phase inputs with mechanical truncating apertures.
Dynamic input optimization for SLM-assisted adaptive phase imaging
The dual modulation setup in Fig. 1(A) can be used for imaging external phase objects. Here, an image of the phase object is first relayed onto the diffracting element at the GPC input plane, which then creates a high-contrast image of the diffracted phase at the output. Diffractive GPC provides amplitude and phase control at the input, which can be used for dynamic input optimization. As a common-path interferometer, GPC uses the low-frequency components of the phase modulation to create a reference wave for making the phase patterns visible. Hence, it would be problematic when the phase object does not have enough lowfrequency components since the synthesized reference wave would then be too weak and so would generate interference patterns having poor contrast.
To illustrate the problem, we simulated the GPC output for a binary 0-π-checkerboard phase object. The resulting low-contrast output is shown in Fig. 3(A1) . The light from the πout-of-phase regions nearly canceled each other on-axis. This resulted in a very weak zeroorder beam and synthesized reference wave that, in turn, resulted in a very low-contrast image. A perfectly symmetric phase pattern would not contain any zero-order component but, in this case, the truncation due to the circular aperture created an imbalance between the 0 and π regions, which left a residual reference wave and a poor-contrast output. We can improve the output contrast by extending the idea of diffractively-defined GPC apertures introduced in the previous section. In section 3, we used SLM-based grating regions to achieve amplitude modulation along a diffraction order and effectively created an adjustable circular aperture. We will now use diffractively defined apertures to not only create circular apertures but to spatially modulate the amplitude within these circular apertures as well.
To improve the GPC output, we will use the diffractive gratings at the input plane to apply spatial amplitude modulation onto the phase image. With the GPC system aligned along the proper diffraction order, we will effectively get an amplitude-and phase-modulated GPC input:
[ ] ( , ) ( , ) exp i ( , ) , D D p x y a x y x y φ = (10) which is essentially the same as the conventional input, Eq. (1), except that, this time, the amplitude modulation is not just a simple truncating aperture or the Gaussian profile of the laser beam, but can be arbitrarily chosen. Aside from this difference, the mathematical analysis is, otherwise, essentially equivalent to the conventional GPC.
To illustrate, let's consider the low contrast GPC output image shown in Fig. 3A1 . Thresholding this image yields a binary checkerboard pattern, which we can use as basis for choosing the diffractive amplitude modulation pattern at the GPC input plane. Instead of using a 0-1 binary amplitude checkerboard pattern, we used a 0.5-1 input amplitude modulation pattern (see Fig. 3A3 ) so as to illuminate all the areas of the object. Implementing this amplitude modulation upsets the balance between the 0-and π-phase regions, which thereby strengthens the synthetic reference wave (SRW) and improves the contrast in the output image (see the improved contrast in Fig. 3 A2 and its linescan in Fig. 3A4 ; a linescan through the initial low-contrast image is included for comparison). Figure 3B illustrates another application of diffractively modulated GPC in phase imaging. One issue in interferometric phase imaging is that different phases can have the same intensity in the resulting interference pattern. For example, + π/2 and -π/2 phase beams have the same intensity when interfering with a 0-phase reference beam. These phase ambiguities may be resolved in conventional interferometry by taking the interference pattern at different phase shifts of the reference beam [18] . We have previously used a similar approach in GPC by taking the GPC output for different phase shifts in the contrast filter [19] . This time, we will use a fixed phase-contrast filter and, instead, reconfigure the diffractive GPC input to resolve potential phase ambiguities in the GPC output. Contrast enhancement using adaptive spatial amplitude modulation: A GPC output with poor contrast, 1, is improved, 2, by using patterned illumination, 3, which is derived by thresholding the lowcontrast image; 4 shows linescans through the center of images 1 (dotted) and 2 (solid). (B) Resolving phase ambiguity using adaptive spatial phase modulation: The arrows indicate that different phase values in a phase object, 1, can have degenerate intensities at the GPC output, 2, but superposing an additional phase modulation, 3, which is derived by thresholding the degenerate image can resolve these degeneracies at the output, 4. Figure 3B 1 shows the grayscale representation of a phase object that we used in the simulations (white: + π/2; black:-π/2). Using this as the GPC input generates the output shown in Fig. 3B2 . This output contains ambiguities since regions corresponding to positive and negative phase values both have the same intensity (e.g. see the arrows in Fig. 3B1 and  3B2 ). We can use this output pattern as basis for finding another phase modulation pattern that can help reveal the ambiguities. For example, we can threshold the ambiguous output pattern to get the pattern in Fig. 3B3 . In this case, the diffractive phase input for GPC will correspond to the multiplication of this threshold pattern with the high-frequency grating. Projecting the phase object onto this diffractive input and then aligning the GPC system along the proper diffraction order creates the output intensity pattern shown in Fig. 3B4 . Here the positive-and negative-phase regions now appear with different intensity. Hence, the additional phase offset allowed us to distinguish the phase between initially intensity-degenerate regions. This shows that we can we use the diffractive phase modulation to introduce further spatial phase modulation onto a phase object to resolve phase ambiguities in the GPC output.
Optical security with fringe-based GPC for phase cryptography
Optical security is another potential application of diffractively-modulated GPC. Diffractive security devices such as holograms use gratings to create visual effects. Grating parameters like pitch, modulation depth and blaze angle are usually considered, but the grating phase is typically ignored. Spatially modulating the phase of the microgratings used in these security devices and then using them as diffractive inputs for GPC can enhance security by using phase as a new "machine-readable" information channel for further authentication.
In this regard, the results presented in Fig. 2 already provide proof-of-principle demonstrations. We just need to realize that the phase-modulated, circular diffractive aperture that generates, say Fig. 2C , could represent a circular micrograting on a security hologram. We can spatially modify the micrograting phase according to a desired hidden pattern and then reveal this pattern by GPC using the single modulation geometry in Fig. 1B . To further boost security, we may implement phase encryption (see [20] for more details), where we first encrypt the pattern that we wish to hide (e.g. using an XOR encryption key). The micrograting phase on the security hologram is spatially modulated according to the encrypted pattern.
When using phase encryption in security holograms, the hidden information can be retrieved by using the dual modulation system in Fig. 1A as a phase decryption system. The encrypted-phase-containing hologram is used as a phase object and placed on one modulation plane. The decryption key, which is identical to the encryption key for XOR encryption, may be combined with a second grating at the GPC input. Figure 4A and B show results of proofof-concept experiments, where we used an LCoS SLM (Holoeye HOE 1080) to mimic holographic microgratings that we spatially shifted according to the encrypted phase pattern. We used another SLM (Hamamatsu PAL SLM) to encode the key. Figure 4A1 shows the low-contrast GPC output when using a wrong key. Although not so obvious due to the low contrast, we can actually make out the edges of the hidden pattern (the letters 'G','P', and 'C') even when using a wrong decryption key. To solve this problem, we can pixelate the hidden pattern so as to match the pixilation of the key pattern. Upon doing this, the edges of the hidden pattern are no longer visible when using a wrong decryption key as shown in Fig.  4A2 . When using the correct key, the hidden pixilated pattern is revealed as a high-contrast image at the GPC output ( Fig. 4A3) . Even with the correct key in place, the pattern is again lost when the GPC is deactivated by removing the phase contrast filter (see the output in Fig.  4A4 ). Furthermore, Fig. 4B illustrates that a given security hologram containing encrypted phase patterns may be "personalized" even after its fabrication. Using the same dual SLM setup, we showed that we can generate different output patterns ( Fig. 4B2-4 ) while using the same hologram by changing only the decryption key. In all cases, a wrong key produces a low contrast image (Fig. 4B1) .
Moving one step further, we replaced the LCoS with a fabricated a hologram master. Figure 4C1 shows a white light image of the hologram master, which uses microgratings to create the observed visual features like colors and grayscale. The hologram contains a featureless central region where the microgratings have been phase-shifted according to both encrypted and unencrypted phase patterns. Using a laser to illuminate the hologram and aligning a 4f imaging system along one of the diffracted orders from the central region, we were able to capture an image the central region, as shown in Fig. 4C2 . Aligning a phase contrast filter at the Fourier plane of the 4f system creates a GPC system that generates the output shown in Fig. 4C3 . The GPC output reveals the hidden phase pattern, 'DTU', near the top of the circle. The central part of the circle contains encrypted patterns that are not revealed without the proper key. Upon using the correct decryption key, the GPC system is able to reveal the hidden pattern as shown by the captured GPC output presented in Fig. 4C4. (A) 3 4 2 1 (B) 3 4 2 1 (C) 3 4 2 1 Fig. 4 . Phase cryptography using diffractively modulated GPC. (A) Removing edge effects: The undecrypted output, 1, can show the edges of the hidden letters, but these are removed, 2, by using pixilated letters, as seen in the decrypted GPC output pattern, 3. This pattern disappears, 4, when the GPC filter is removed; (B) Variable keys for an encrypted phase: the same encrypted phase, 1, may contain different hidden patterns, 2, 3, 4, that are only revealed by using the correct decryption keys. (C) Phase encryption using a hologram master: 1, White light image of a master hologram with embedded phase within its featureless circular region; 2, Image of laser diffraction from the circular region; 3, Undecrypted GPC image of diffraction from the circular region; 4, Final decrypted GPC image of the encrypted hologram master.
Conclusion and outlook
We introduced a new approach using Generalized Phase Contrast (GPC) having diffractively modulated inputs. We showed that this reproduces the results of conventional GPC, but with the new capacity to incorporate additional spatial amplitude and phase modulation to the GPC input. This new approach enables dynamic optimization for applications in patterned illumination and adaptive phase imaging. The available dynamic aperture control opens a new degree of freedom for improving phase imaging and we showed examples of how it can be done. Diffractively modulated GPC fits well with security microgratings and can exploit an added security layer by using the micrograting phase as an information channel, which can even be encrypted for adding yet another security layer.
